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understood the difficulties facing the government, you wouldn’t be

so critical of its spending reductions.Crucial urgent pressing

decisiveIronic faultfinding picky fastidious sarcasticcure This

medicine should cure you of your cold.Remind relieve inform

deprive rob breakIt is not my custom to give in.Custom habit use

practice manner way pattern tendency fashion routine natureThe

damage to the house caused by the storm took several days to

repair.destruction damage harm ruin injury bruise impact spoil

wrong pain agony distressgrieve hurt impair abuse plague epidemic

decline Steel production has been on the decline in these

countries.Diminish decrease fall 0drop dip sink reducedeep They

dived deep into the ocean.She was deeply interested in classical

music.degree She has also affected but to a lesser degree. Extentdeem

They deemed him innocent but failed to understand why he was

lying.Think/believe/consider/judge/assume/suppose/regard/ponder

/contemplate/study/reflect/think overA good mastery of English

demands patience and enthusiasm.Demand/require/call fordeny

They denied her the opportunity to see her father.refuse decline

rejects turn downdie She died of an illness. and he died a beggar.The

storms are dying down.The noise of the car died away in the

distance.The members of the family had all died off.This species has

died out.Can you describe what he looks



like?Describe/portray/illustrate/picture/charactefize/represent/define

/tellThey were determined that he make a big fortune in his

forties.Convinced/firm/sure/certain/resolute/seriousShe was in his

eyes a devoted

mother.Devoted/earnest/hearty/sincere/serious/zealousThe sewers

discharge (their contents) into the sea.Discharge/discard / cast way /

do away with / dispose of/abandon / forsake / desert give

away/throw away/cast off/get rid ofdisplay We were amazed by the

rich variety of commodities on display.Her writings display natural

talents.Exhibit show indicate specify illustrate demonstrate expose

presentdistinct Mice are distinct form

rats.Different/unlike/varied/opposite/contrary/reverse/dissimilarLon

g sentences are distinctive of Henry Jamess later style.Characteristic

explicit definite candid unmistakable expressive directThe light is so

dim that I cannot distinguish one object from another.distinguish tell

separate divideHe is one of the most distinguished scholars in this

field.Distinguished/outstanding/famous/well-known/noted/popular

/celebrated/honored/recognized/prominent/important/superiorIn

the dark I could only discern the outline of the

building.Discern/see/make

out/observe/perceive/recognize/know/understand/detect/spot/spy/

beholddiverse There are people from diverse cultures at the party,

different various comprehensiveHe refused to disclose his name and

address.Disclose/uncover/reveal/show/expose/betray 100Test 下载
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